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A BILL ENTITLED

AN ACT concerning

Residential Elevators – Inspections

FOR the purpose of establishing that, beginning on a certain date, an elevator installed in a privately owned single–family residence is subject to certain provisions of law requiring elevator inspections; and generally relating to elevator safety.

BY repealing and reenacting, with amendments,

Article – Public Safety
Section 12–804
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2018 Replacement Volume and 2021 Supplement)

BY adding to

Article – Public Safety
Section 12–804.1
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2018 Replacement Volume and 2021 Supplement)

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Public Safety

12–804.

(a) (1) Part II of this subtitle does not apply to an elevator unit that is:

(i) except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection AND § 12–804.1 OF THIS SUBTITLE, installed in a privately owned single–family residential

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE MATTER ADDED TO EXISTING LAW.
[Brackets] indicate matter deleted from existing law.
dwelling; or

(ii) installed in a building or structure under federal control or regulation.

(2) Part II of this subtitle applies to a cliffside elevator located on the property of a privately owned single–family residential dwelling.

(b) Sections 5–205(j), 5–207, 5–214, 5–215, and 5–216 and Title 5, Subtitle 8 of the Labor and Employment Article apply to Part II of this subtitle.

12–804.1.

(A) Subject to the provisions of this section, beginning January 1, 2023, Part II of this subtitle applies to an elevator installed in a privately owned single–family residence.

(B) (1) Inspections of residential elevators shall be made under this section on installation and on each change of ownership of the residence.

(2) The costs of an inspection under this section and all modifications required to pass the inspection shall be the responsibility of the owner of the residential elevator.

(3) An inspection under this section shall be made by an elevator inspection company that:

(I) is registered with the State;

(II) maintains a minimum $150,000 elevator inspector general liability insurance policy; and

(III) did not install the elevator being inspected.

(C) An elevator installed in a residential dwelling before January 1, 2023, is exempted from a hoistway gate distance requirement.

(D) A life screen barrier added to a residential elevator shall be installed by a certified elevator contractor.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect October 1, 2022.